Driveway Marker
Merchandiser # 2710
NuVue Products™ Highly Reflective Driveway Markers offer function and innovation beyond all
others. Industry leading ground spike designs allow for easy installation and long lasting
performance. Newly designed reflective oval top is sonically sealed to keep reflector operating at top
performance in any weather conditions. Likely the last driveway marker you will ever need to buy!

63 Piece Sidekick Displayer # 2710 Contains;
Part # Description
2708 Clear Top, 46” Marker, Yellow Shaft

2706 Red Top, 46” Marker, White Shaft

Kit Contents
21

42

The NuVue™ Oval Top Driveway Marker Features;
•Highly reflective oval reflector design performs to the highest standards
and is sonically sealed to prevent moisture from entering and discoloring
the reflector
•Made from the highest quality materials with UV inhibitors to prevent
discoloration and fading for long term performance
•Flexible fiberglass shafts won’t rust, crack or mark a vehicle. Stays flexible
even in severe winter weather conditions.
•Foot spike is molded to stay permanently affixed to the shaft and can be
easily inserted in to hard packed ground
•Choice of colors to differentiate your driveway entrance from others and
to be highly visible night or day

The NuVue™ Sidekick Displayer # 2710 Features;
•Ships completely assembled. Includes plastic peg hooks and backer board
with NuVue graphics.
•Sets up in seconds and fits on any wire wing panel fixture or peg hook wall.
•Mounts using two standard peg hooks.
•Holds 63 units, (7 pieces per hook X 9 hooks).
• UPC # 0 39996 02710 4
•Overall displayer height 61”, by 14” wide, by 5.3” deep when fully loaded
•Total shipping weight is 19.8 lbs
•Order as part # 2710 to receive complete sidekick display fully loaded with
product. Replenish with individual part numbers or with another full display
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